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Abstract

The previous research cannot extract module (class, component, package) whatever the developer wants [1]. Therefore, in one case of SW complexity, developer is very difficult to read the graph with relationship among the calling & called modules. To solve this problem, we propose a method to create the graph with what he/she selects any modules, which does easily analyze the components within the inner code. In this paper, it shows a guideline how to realize this method.
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1. Introduction

SW Visualization has a goal of enhancement for SW quality against SW non-visualization [2]. This approach easily chooses to any modules, and represent the relationship among them. The previous approach didn’t handle directly to choose any module. Therefore it did just show to the whole calling & called modules of the original code, which very difficult to read the very complex graph [1]. In addition, they didn’t extract any size maturity level of components without defining diverse components. To solve this problem, we define the process mechanism like figure 1. With this process, we easily analyze the graph extracted with modules.

2. The Extraction Method to relationship among selected modules extract models

2.1 Step 1 - Upload to Visual SVN Server

For Configuration management, it should save source code into Visual SVN Server [2].

To do it, it uploads the visualizing target system to SVN Repository after connecting Eclipse with SVN. Figure 1 shows Process mechanism.

2.2 Step 2 - Save to Jenkins workspace

It saves project file which is uploaded in SVN to Jenkins workspace generated through automatically building Jenkins [2].

2.3 Step 3 - select Modules to extract

It outputs directory to push a search button like Figure 2 after inputting the path of target system stored in Jenkins workspace on web page.

After selecting modules in order to extract from the outputted directory, it pushes a button to create a diagram like figure 2. Then it executes a batch file in BAT File Location. The selected modules is stored into dm_list.txt of the server.

2.4 Step 4 - Analyze the target system

To execute batch file, we put target system located in Jenkins workspace into Source Navigator (SN), and then analyze them. The analyzed information is stored in SNDB file as the binary one.

2.5 Step 5 - Parsing SNDB file
4. Conclusion

Developer is very difficult to read the graph with relationship among the calling & called modules. To solve this problem, we propose a method to create the graph with what he/she selects any modules, which does easily analyze the components within the inner code. In this paper, it shows a guideline how to realize this method. SW Visualization has a goal of enhancement for SW quality against SW non-visualization [2]. This approach easily chooses to any modules, and represent the relationship among them. With this process, we easily analyze the graph extracted with modules.
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